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Prefixes suffixes worksheet exercises answers

Prefix and suffix are very important in English. are sets of letters that are often placed at the beginning of a word (prefix) or at the end of a word (suffix) to change its meaning. Black Friday week (biggest sale of the year): 25% on all books, workbooks, dialogues, stories, exercises, activities, grammar, vocabulary, reading, writing, tense, and more is why we often see similar words, but there are different
beginnings or endings, and they have similar meanings. Studying the most common regulatory and sediment will help you learn a lot of new vocabulary. See the examples and tables in this article and practice with this prefix and worksheets. You'll get comfortable with them very quickly! Existence and suffix are two types of adhesion. Review them before continuing on these worksheets. First, let's go over some
of the most common characters and sedations and how they're used. A prefix is a set of letters added to the beginning of a word to change its meaning. Each prefix has a general meaning, so you can understand what the word means with a prefix more easily. Let's look at an example. Friendly unfriendly first person seems very friendly! I think it would be nice to hang out with him. The other person seems
unfriendly. I don't think it would be fun to hang out with him! We can see in the second sentence that we added the prefix un- to the friendly word. This un-prefix means no or the opposite. Here are more examples with the prefix un-: Happy ----&gt; Miserable Finished ----&gt; Unfinished ----&gt; Unbelievably Acceptable ----&gt; Acceptable These words are all adjectives. We can also use the prefix un- with verbs.
Take a look at these examples: ----&gt; Disable the plug ----&gt; Hang up when you see a word that starts with an un-prefix, you can know its meaning by looking at the root of the word (the part that is not a prefix or suffix). That could be a word you already know! But, look out! Make sure you've seen the entire prefix before deciding what the word means. Take a look at the word below: let's try to find a prefix. Is it
un-as undeveloped? No, that doesn't sound right! We know the word development, which means growing or being more advanced. That's the root of our word! Therefore, the prefix must be under, which means below, lower, or insufficient. The meaning of the word is underdeveloped. The following table contains some common prefixes, meaning, and a sample word. The prefix means no example, the opposite
of disagreeing in, im- not wrong, impossible mistake- wrong to re-understand - again make (do again) un- not interesting underneath, low, insufficient underwater extension is a set of letters added to the beginning of a word to change its meaning. Each suffix has a general meaning, so you can understand what the word with an extension means more easily. Let's look at an example.loveable the pair is Married
because they love each other very much. This teddy bear is so cute and kind! We can see in the second sentence that we added the sediment capable of the word love. This suffix capable means capable of being or able to be. So, the lovable word means something he can be loved, or it makes you feel love for it. Here are other examples with a capable or -ible extension (depending on the base word): present -
---&gt; present comfort ----&gt; convenient hanging ----&gt; reliable reach ----&gt; accessible -capable is an example of an adjective extension. Every time you see a word that ends with a capable, it's an adjective. A specific extension is a noun extension. They always do a noun. For example, -ment talks about action or process: enjoy ----&gt; pleasure to take care of ----&gt; care govern ----&gt; Do you remember
the word developed that we were looking at a moment ago? The root of this word is to develop. The root is the same, but we used the noun appbed, so it's the process or operation of development. The following table has some common adjective suffix, meaning, and example word. The suffix means the word for example -capable, -ible capable of being terrible -full of beautiful -less not having, without any teeth
and here are some noun suffix, their meaning, and a sample word. Extension means the word -doom place or state of freedom -er person who does worker action -ment or payment process status of being approved now that we have learned some common prefix extension, it's time to practice! Complete the sentences by writing the correct prefix in the empty space. You can use the dictionary to help you. In mis-
re-un-under-1. I just can't believe it! The story is _____believable! 2. No, that answer _____correct. It's not okay. 3. Let's look at this information again. We need _____view get it before the test. 4. I only saw Alison a moment ago, but now I can't find her! Looks like she'_____appeared! 5. I'm sorry, I misheard you. I'_____understood kill you. 6. The subway does not pass the earth like a regular train. He
_____ground.Complete the words describing the images below. Use extension from list.-Capable -ful -less1. The first woman is very tired. She wants to rest! The other woman can't not move. She always wants to move! She'rest_____. 2. The first dog is not cute. He's a little scary! The other dog is very cute! He'ador_____ not dead. 3. Jason writes a lot of lists, so he always remembers what he has to do. He
never forgets! But Melanie doesn't remember anything! She's very forget_____! Complete the sentences that describe the images with the correct extension. You can use the dictionary to help you.1. I teach science at a big university. I'm a teach_____.2 physics. Sir Alan is King Richard's best knight. He's brave and strong. He is the most important knight in Richie's king_____!3. Henrietta's my best friend. She's
wonderful! The best thing about her is kind_____. She is. So nice to people! The kids always have fun together. They never share or have argu_____. 1. I Just Can't Believe It! The story is unbelievable! 2. No, this answer is incorrect. It's not okay. 3. Let's look at this information again. We need to go over this before the test. 4. I only saw Alison a moment ago, but now I can't find her! Looks like she's gone! 5. I'm
sorry, I misheard you. I misunderstood you. 6. The subway does not pass the earth like a regular train. He's moving underground. The first woman is very tired. She wants to rest! The other woman can't not move. She always wants to move! She's resting two. The first dog isn't cute. He's a little scary! The other dog is very cute! He's adorable! Jason writes a lot of notes, so he always remembers what he has to
do. He never forgets! But Melanie doesn't remember anything! She's very forgetful! I teach science at a big university. I'm a physics teacher. 2. Sir Alan is King Richard's best knight. He's brave and strong. He is the most important knight in the entire King of Richard3. Henrietta's my best friend. She's wonderful! The best thing about her is her kindness. She's always so nice to people! The kids always have fun
together. They never share or have an argument. Please share this page with others: Prefix &amp; Worksheet Extension - Exercises (www.vivquarry.com) put the word in brackets into the correct form. You will need to use a prefix and/or suffix. 1. He sat in his seat on the train. I don't know. 2. There was a light coming from the window. What are you doing? 3. It worked very
well________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 4. It is very difficult to spell this word, and
worse, She_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
5. He lost his book again. I don't know where he has it this time. I don't know. 6. You Shouldn't Have Done It! That was very good of you. I don't know. 7. He didn't pass the exam. He was the second time. I don't know. 8. Some shanty towns are terrible. What are you doing? 9. The group he supported managed to win the__________________. 10. There is a very tall man that they will be late. (Likely) 11. I didn't
find anything in his theory. (weak) 12. He wants to be a kid when he grows up. (Math) 13. You have to be very skilled to understand this report. (Economics) 14. There were only people in the game. 15. She came late to work because she had__________________. (Sleep) 16. The road was too narrow, so they had to do it. (Wide) 17. He was charged with documents. (false) 18. They needed the lion before they
could catch him. (Quiet) 19. He needed the temperature. (normal) 20. I think you should do it. It may not be the best thing to do. 21. There was three hours because of the strike. (Stopping) 22. You need _______________of motivation, organization and correction to learn English. (Combination) 23. I try not to go to the supermarket at 5pm because it's
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
It's very ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ He was expected in the last half hour. (Coming) 26. She looked at her in the mirror. (reflects) 27. I told him
my plan, but he wasn't very good. (Receipt) 28. She didn't have anything to go see him. (mean) 29. He spent half an hour with the building. Thirty. Failing her driving test was great for her. (Appointment) 31. He decided to go to university. (Diary) 32. The movie was good. Thirty-three. Construction was needed when the fighting stopped. (War) 34. I don't like him at all. He's so good. (Deliver) 35. The company
has over $500 million. (Employ) 36. The new manager was very efficient and ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ It's really not
mine. I think you're... Thirty wall. The _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ With the
real program, the ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ She looked at him
and started crying. (Happy) 41. The party was, it all went wrong, (disaster) 42. The movie was so good that we left before the end. (boring) 43. The movie was horrible, I felt really. (boring) 44. I think there was something I didn't order it. (understands) 45. The bacteria are so small that you need
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Did you see that new? He's very funny.
(Comedy) 47. The event was totally ._____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ (arrange) 48. I came late to work because I had
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ There's
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ He was a... He wouldn't change his mind. I don't
know. Viv worksheet prefix and worksheet extension home thesaurus
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